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bitcoin is clearly nothing more than an energy market fund, the founder wrote, sarcastically employing what he views as the line of argument against olympus to criticize btc. with buzzwords like digital gold and
an illusion of scarcity, it has led investors to hand over $25b+ of electricity through a process called mining. olympus has fallen is a 2013 american action thriller film directed by james wan, and written by john
gatins and ehren kruger. the film stars gerard butler, aaron eckhart, jamie foxx, and morgan freeman, and was released by warner bros. on september 4, 2013. the film takes place in washington, d.c. in a day
and a half time frame, the day after a nuclear explosion at the white house, which has provoked a government emergency. a team of secret service agents, led by butler's character, has been tasked to protect

the president. a group of terrorists called the welkers have kidnapped the president and taken him to the white house. over the past year, the defi space has witnessed a fraying debate over whether or not
decentralized finance can ever play a large role in the mainstream financial world. by contrast, the olympusdao debate is strictly about where to draw the line between normal and defi. it comes down to a

question of scale: if defi is going to scale up, it needs rules that are uniquely decentralized and impervious to attack. a lot of the excitement around olympus has come from the fact that people are excited to see
defi go mainstream. rather than a separate space, it was long overdue to the idea of using the blockchain to modernize finance. but this excitement has also created an illusion that people are conflating defi

with decentralized finance, and this is where the debate becomes more interesting.
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the olympusdao treasury will be used to provide stable funding and liquidity for the ecosystem. this
will allow developers to create new financial applications and services. the stable funding will be
made available to developers in the form of dai. the project uses a three-tier governance system,
where a core group of five people has complete control over the dao and its operations, while the

community has control over new dao proposals and governance votes. the core group is the
founding team of olympusdao, with the remaining five people being chosen by a combination of

what the community has to say and what the core team recommends. olympusdao makes use of a
treasury of digital assets that are held in reserve. the initial dao is set at 100 million dai. this will be
supported by small dai withdrawals from the open market and interest on dai held in the treasury.
this will be backed by assets from the olympusdao treasury. as with dai, olympus is designed to be

open source. so while the core team is able to make policy, the community can also make policy. the
community can create proposals for the treasury and vote on them. the core team is also involved in
the community governance, but this is in a supporting role. olympus dao can be used as a stablecoin

in itself, or it can be used as a mechanism to fund any project or organization that wants a stable
coin. it can also be used to track the health of a stablecoin. theres a raft of theories why olympus has
lost investors confidence, but it seems clear that the projects byzantine complexity and unorthodox
mechanics are fueling the outrage. irate investors this week have branded olympus a ponzi scheme

that is using its liquidity protocols to enrich early entrants at the expense of latecomers. jordi
alexander, the cio at digital asset trading firm, selini capital, characterized olympus as a syndicate in
a well-circulated piece on medium entitled the godsfather, a play on zeus and the classic mafia film.
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